History of original corner establishment:
Wilson in 1890 set a post, 4 ins. sq., 4 ft. long, 24 ins. in ground, mkd. T 6 S R 10 W S 2 on NW., T 6 S R 10 W S 1 on NE. face, T 6 S R 10 W S 12 on SE., T 6 S R 10 W S 11 on SW. face, 5 notches on S. and 1 on E. edge from which:

Alder 12" diam. bears S65°E., 31 lks.
Alder 10" diam. bears N50°E., 39 lks.
Alder 8" diam. bears N20°W., 21 lks.
Alder 10" diam. bears S29°W., 22 lks.
All trees mkd. as per instructions

Description of corner evidence found:
Monument found:
1" x 30" GIP set by O. R. Miller, Longview Fibre, 1949.
Miller found 3 of orig. BT's. A notation in GLO notebook states Homer Hildenbrand, USFS, 1947, found 2 orig. BT's.

BT's found:
Orig. BT's gone.
Hemlock, blowdown, 44" diam. bears N43°W, 39.1 ft. (Record N47°W) healed blaze (Miller's BT).
Hemlock stump 26" diam., 7' high, bears S23°E, 11.6 ft. (Record S27°E) scribe marks visible (Miller's BT).
Creek, coarse NE as called for in orig. notes is located 1.25 chs. N. of the corner point.

Description of monument and accessories established to perpetuate the original location of this corner: September 10, 1979
Set an aluminum post, (with magnet in top and bottom) 30" long, 3" diam., 24" in the ground, with aluminum cap mkd.
1" GIP buried alongside aluminum post.

Accessories: Scribe 1 new BT
Hemlock 4" diam., bears S76°E., 41.3 ft. blaze and mkd. X BT.
No other suitable bearing trees available.
Painted face and 6" red band on new BT.
Painted 6" red band on SE BT (stump).
BT tag and ATTN sign put on back of BT's.
Placed ATTN sign on post 5' north

Basis of Bearing
Staff compass was used with a declination of 21°E.

Witness
Leonard Whitmore

Witness
Duane Garrett

Witness
Richard Chesbro

I certify this remonumentation and record thereof, was prepared by me or my assistants under my supervisory direction and is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
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